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Let’s Advance 
Together!
Upon your residency graduation, there is so much to 
do and never enough time to get it all done. That’s 
where we come in. We spoke with residents and 
early-career physiatrists to understand the challenges 
you face and the resources you need to successfully 
transition into practice. 

Continue your AAPM&R membership in 2022 and 
beyond to receive access to the valuable resources 
that will help you advance your career. You’ll be 
rewarded along the way!

Take a look inside to discover your next membership pathway 
and how you can earn a complimentary Annual Assembly.

After residency, are you heading into a 
fellowship or in practice? Follow your 
membership pathway and get rewarded! 

Check out aapmr.org/earlycareer to learn more.

American Academy of
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

9700 W. Bryn Mawr Ave., Ste. 200
Rosemont, IL 60018

American Academy of
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

9700 W. Bryn Mawr Ave., Ste. 200
Rosemont, IL 60018

When your membership  
is up for renewal in  

July 2022, make sure  
you renew to receive 

access to your early-career 
resources. Visit  

aapmr.org/earlycareer  
to learn more.

JULY 2022

Where Are You Heading 
After Residency?
A fellowship or in practice? No matter which path you 
choose, AAPM&R will guide you along your way!  



A A P M & R  M E M B E R S H I P  A F T E R  R E S I D E N C Y

Practice  
Pathway

For physiatrists going into practice 
after residency graduation

 N 18-month membership  
(July 2022-December 2023)

For physiatrists going into practice after 
completing the Fellowship Pathway

 N 18-month membership  
(July 2023-December 2024)

50% OFF MEMBERSHIP DUES—$348

 N A payment plan is also available

 N Be sure to talk with your 
employer about including 
membership in your contract. 
Several organizations pay for 
membership, so it’s important 
to bring this up in the negotiating 
process.

Fellowship 
Pathway
For physiatrists going into 
a fellowship after residency 
graduation

 N 12-month membership 
(July 2022-June 2023)

 N ONLY $75

Upon your residency 
graduation, choose 
the path that aligns 

with the next stage in 
your career.

Once you complete 
the Fellowship 
Pathway, you 

transition to the 
Practice Pathway.

Once you pick your pathway, you’ll receive 
valuable benefits along the way:

Discounted 
Annual Assembly 
registration

ANNUAL ASSEMBLY 2022

Print issues of PM&R 
and The Physiatrist 
for the latest research 
and PM&R news

Physician burnout and 
wellness resources

Career and 
practice tools

Early-career online 
community on 
PhyzForum

Student loan and 
insurance discounts 
as well as travel/
entertainment offers

Virtual mentoring 
to help you build 
connections

Once you’ve completed the Practice Pathway and  
paid your full membership dues, you’ll 

receive a complimentary 
Annual Assembly!

The free registration is valid for three years, as long as you 
consistently maintain your membership upon residency graduation.
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Meet Our New Online Learning Portal—
onlinelearning.aapmr.org

Keep the AAPM&R Education Coming with our 
NEW Online Education Subscription for Members

AAPM&R’s Online Learning Portal is our home for the essential clinical 
and practice resources physiatrists need, including educational and CME 
activities, tools to track your Maintenance of Certification® requirements, 
and much more! Our new Online Learning Portal is easy to navigate and 
features a fresh, clean look.

Log in to:

 Access clinical and practical educational resources

 Search for activities by clinical topic

 Manage your personalized CME transcript and print it instantly

 Enter CME obtained from other organizations to your transcript

 Automatically report CME credits earned to the American Board of Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation (ABPMR)

This exclusive subscription offers members 24/7 access to the online educational resources (available in the 
Online Learning Portal) through the end of their annual membership cycle, including:

 Instructional videos

 Podcasts

 Case studies

 Focused review courses

 Webinar recordings

 And more!

Special Online Education Subscription Pricing:

 AAPM&R Members: $150.

 Resident Members: $50.

 All members: Your subscription lasts through the end of your annual membership cycle.

Learn more at: aapmr.org/educationsubscription.
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REPRESENTING FOR TEAM PHYSIATRY: AN 
INTERVIEW WITH DR. MELITA MOORE

AAPM&R ADVOCACY: PROTECTING, DEFENDING 
AND DEFINING THE FUTURE OF PM&R

2021 MEDICARE PHYSICIAN FEE SCHEDULE 
AND CPT CODE CHANGES IMPACTING PM&R 
PRACTICE

Patient-Reported Outcome Measures are increasingly being utilized 
to evaluate success of clinical care. Many physiatrist stakeholders 
find benefit in capturing this patient perspective to best provide 
a full picture of rehabilitation care. Recognizing this, AAPM&R has 
made a commitment to facilitating capture of this patient reported 
data through its Registry platform. AAPM&R’s Registry will provide 
data that is actionable to physiatrists in their journey to improve 
the lives of their patients. Success of the Registry will come from 
harnessing traditional Electronic Medical Record data with Patient 
Reported Outcomes (PRO) data. AAPM&R’s Registry, governed by an 
Academy-led Steering Committee, is using PROMIS®-29 as the core 
PRO for the Registry. 

PROMIS®-29 is a global tool that can be used across clinical 
diagnoses and settings. The survey is comprised of 29 questions 
over 8 different domains:

P     Physical Function

P     Anxiety

P     Depression

P     Fatigue

P     Sleep Disturbance

P     Ability to Participate in 
Social Roles and Activities

P     Pain Interference

P     Pain Intensity

Tracking and monitoring outcomes with longitudinal data is a 
focus of AAPM&R’s Registry. AAPMR’s Registry streamlines the 
PRO process by capturing data quickly and accurately with results 
depicted in easy-to-read dashboard reports. This allows participating 
institutions access to their own real-time dashboard comparing their 
metrics to the AAPM&R Registry national benchmark.  

This allows participants to compare patient outcomes, professional 
performance, and care processes against other physicians across 
the country. Separately, individual clinicians have the ability to view 
their own dashboard based on data submitted for populations being 
analyzed. Using AAPM&R’s Registry, physiatrists will learn from each 
other what treatments are ideal and result in the best outcomes, 
giving you the data needed to demonstrate your value and improve 
your care. 

Patients will also have access to their own patient dashboard 
showing their treatment and progress over time. 

AAPM&R’s Registry is designed to enhance communication between 
clinicians and patients in diverse research and clinical settings 
through its ability to collect, track and monitor outcomes from the 
institution, clinician and patient level.

Visit aapmr.org/registry to learn more about how you can become a 
champion in data collection for the specialty!

AAPM&R’s Registry thanks the following specialty champions for being the first to participate in this data and outcomes collection effort.

Did You Know AAPM&R’s Registry is Collecting 
Patient-Reported Outcomes? 
AAPM&R Registry Steering Committee


